Neutron stars are the endpoint of the life of intermediate mass stars and posses in their cores matter in the most extreme conditions in the universe. Besides their extremes of temperature (found in proto-neutron stars) and densities, typical neutron star' magnetic fields can easily reach trillions of times higher the one of the Sun. Among these stars, about 10% are denominated magnetars which possess even stronger surface magnetic fields of up to 10 15 − 10 16 G. In this conference proceeding, we present a short review of the history and current literature regarding the modeling of magnetic neutron stars. Our goal is to present the results regarding the introduction of magnetic fields in the equation of state of matter using Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) models and in the solution of Einstein's equations coupled to the Maxwell's equations in order to generate a consistent calculation of magnetic stars structure. We discuss how equation of state modeling affects mass, radius, deformation, composition and magnetic field distribution in stars and also what are some of the open questions in this field of research.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1979, when the gamma-ray burst detection was already ongoing, a peculiar explosion occurred. It was characterized by a short burst of high energies (hard γ-rays) followed by a soft γ-ray emission that decayed with a sinusoidal variation. The explosion was so extreme that for a fraction of seconds saturated all γ-ray detectors in orbit. In the following decade, similar γ-ray explosions were detected and the sources identified as small remnants of supernovae [1] , making it possible conclude that a new class of objects had been found, named soft gamma repeaters (SGRs), though the mechanism responsible for generating such explosions remained unknown.
With the advances on X-ray detection, new objects with peculiar radiation emission were also observed and, in particular, another class of objects denominated Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs) was identified. AXPs present low rotation rates (P ∼ 6 − 12 s) and high surface magnetic fields (B ∼ 10 13 − 10 15 G). They are called anomalous because their X-ray radiation could not be explained by their rotation rates, as typical pulsars are.
The further monitoring of SGRs and AXPs made it possible to characterize that both these objects present low rotation rates and high magnetic fields [2] , though their radiation emission behavior were distinct. SGRs present gamma-ray explosions with repetition periods that can vary from seconds to years. During the inactive phase, a steady X-ray emission is also identified. Furthermore, SGRs also produce uncommon and extremely energetic explosions denominated giant flares, which can be up to ten times more luminous than a supernova event [3] . AXPs are characterized by their steady X-ray emission, but in the scale of hard X-rays. Besides the X-ray * rosana.gomes@ufrgs.br emission, also present glitch phenomena, in which an increase in the spinning rate, followed by a return to the original spin rate is observed [4] . AXPs differ from SGRs due to their lack of activities such as periodic emissions or giant flares explosions.
The current interpretation is that these objects are two different life stages of objects denominated magnetars [5, 6] , which are magnetically powered neutron stars. The mechanism responsible for their radiation emission comes from the strong magnetic field decay along time [7, 8] , being SGRs associated to young magnetars and AXPs to older ones. SGRs present high energy explosions due to instabilities from the magnetic tension between core and crust, or even the large scale rearrangement of magnetic fields (giant flares); while AXPs present steady X-ray emission due to the collision of high energy particles on their surfaces and magnetic field lines (also in SGRs).
The conservation of magnetic flux during the supernova collapse is not able to explain the intensities of magnetic fields found in magnetars, as the radius of a 1.4 M ⊙ star would have to be smaller than its Schwarzschild radius in order to generate a magnetic field of 10 15 G [9] . In 1992, Robert Duncan & Christopher Thompson proposed a mechanism, denominated magnetohydrodynamic dynamo mechanism (MDM), based on the amplification of magnetic fields through the combination of rotation and convection in hot proto-neutron stars [1, 10] , which is currently the most accepted to explain magnetars. According to this theory, after the proto-neutron star phase, convection stops and stars are left with a magnified magnetic field that can reach up values observed in magnetars, marking the end of the dynamo process.
Currently there are 29 magnetars identified [5] and, in particular, recent observation of the source 4U 0142+61 suggests internal magnetic fields of 10 16 G [11] . Moreover, the Virial theorem estimates that central magnetic fields can reach up to 10 18 − 10 20 G [12] [13] [14] .
Even though most high energy phenomena involving magnetars have to do with the modeling of their crust dynamics, understanding the effects of strong magnetic fields in the inner core of these objects is of crucial importance for the big picture of matter's behavior in neutron stars. To fulfill this a goal, a self-consistent formalism that describes both microscopic and macroscopic features of these objects is needed. Modeling magnetic neutron stars in the presence of strong magnetic fields involves the modeling of both equation of state (EoS) and solving the coupled system of Einstein-Maxwell's equations. In what follows, we present a brief summary of the current status of this field, focusing on these two topics (EoS and structure). For a more detailed discussion about magnetic field effects in the cooling of neutron stars, see Ref. [15] and references therein.
II. MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE STELLAR EOS A. Landau Quantization
Effects of strong magnetic fields in a low-density Fermi gas were first performed by Canuto [16] [17] [18] [19] , followed by calculations using RMF models with magnetic field effects [20, 21] . The introduction of magnetic effects in RMF models is given by adding the electromagnetic interaction term in the lagrangian density of models. This is done under the consideration of a constant dipolar (usually in z direction) and external magnetic field that generates a quantization of charged particles energy levels:
, where m and k z are the mass and Fermi momentum in the z direction of the charged particles, respectively, and
The quantum number ν is associated to the so called Landau quantization of energy levels of charged fermions and, according to the expression above depends on the charge q, quantum orbital number l and spin s of particles. One can easily check that besides for the ground state (l = 0, s = +1), all other Landau energy levels are double degenerate. Furthermore, under conditions of zero temperature (relevant of neutron stars), energy levels obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, having a Fermi energy E F and a maximum Landau level
2 )/2|q|B, beyond which k z becomes negative. Landau quantization introduces a sum over levels ν for EoS calculations, running only through the lower Landau levels for strong magnetic fields. In the weak field regime, the sum reaches the continuous limit, making the integrals equivalent to the B = 0 case [15, 22] .
When magnetic fields are introduced in RMF models, the effect is the softening of the EoS due to the increase of charged particles population and, hence, decrease of isospin asymmetry [12, 20, 21] . In addition, magnetic field effects give rise to an anisotropy in the matter energy-momentum tensor components, generating two pressure components [17, 18, [22] [23] [24] [25] : P = −Ω, P ⊥ = −Ω − BM, where P and P ⊥ are the pressure components in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the external magnetic field, Ω is the grand potential and M is the magnetization of matter.
Effects of anomalous magnetic moment were also investigated through the corresponding coupling of particles (charged and uncharged) to the electromagnetic field tensor [19, [21] [22] [23] . For the case of hadronic matter, it has been concluded that strong magnetic fields turn the EoS stiffer due to polarization effects. However, a significant impact is only identified for fields up to B ∼ 10 18 G [26] , whereas for quark matter much smaller effects have been estimated so far [27] . The modeling of hybrid stars under strong magnetic fields is not an easy task, as the matching of two phases has to take into account magnetization.
In the past, magnetic effects were introduced in many RMF models for describing neutron stars with different population content [20, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , but still solved the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations for spherically symmetric stars. In such cases, either only the isotropic component of the pressures or the perpendicular component were used as the only pressure contribution for calculating the structure of stars, under the assumption that anisotropy effects are small. However, as we discuss in the next section, deformation effects are extremely important for the description of neutron stars that present strong magnetic fields.
B. Particle Population
As densities increase in the interior of neutron stars, it is expected that new degrees of freedom such as hyperons, delta resonances or even quark matter can take place in the core of these objects and are, therefore, also affected by strong magnetic fields. As already discussed in the previous session, magnetic fields affect the energy levels of charged particles and, when AMM is considered, even of uncharged ones. The effect of magnetic fields on the particles population of neutron stars is pushing the exotic particles threshold of appearance to higher densities [36, 38] . However, such effects are shown to be significant only for very strong magnetic fields of the order B ∼ 10 18 G. A more relevant source of exotic particles suppression comes from the substantial reduction on the central density of strongly magnetized stars. As magnetic fields have the effect of opposing gravity, similar to rotation effects, the central density of stars drops and, depending on the stiffness of the EoS, exotic particles such as hyperons might completely vanish [39] . Similar effects can be identified in the case of hybrid stars [40, 41] .
Because of the substantial change in particles population due to magnetic fields, it is predicted a particles re-population (appearance of exotic degrees of freedom) as the magnetic field strength of neutron stars decays through time. Such a transition could become detectable via gravitational wave emission in the future, with new generations of gravitational wave detectors.
III. MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE STELLAR STRUCTURE A. Einstein-Maxwell Equations
Introducing strong magnetic field effects in the stellar structure of compact stars involves solving the coupled Einstein-Maxwell equations with a metric that allows stars to be deformed. For solving such a complicated system of equations numerically, a formalism that uses the 3+1 decomposition of space-time technique was developed by Bonazzola et al. [42] , and implemented in the so called LORENE (Langage Objet pour la RElativite NumeriquE) library.
Due to the non-negligible pressure anisotropy in the presence of strong magnetic fields, an axisymmetric formalism is necessary for describing the system, meaning that the metric potentials will depend both on the radius and on the angle with respect to the symmetry axis (r, θ). In the formalism described above, a poloidal magnetic field is assumed, and generated by a current function, which is of the library inputs. It is important to stress that although the current function (which ultimately generates the magnetic field distribution) depends on the EoS for each layer of the star, this formalism does not consider hydrodynamical effects inside stars. This means that the current function is a free parameter that, together with the EoS, determines the dipole moment of the star, as well as their macroscopic properties.
Moreover, the energy-momentum tensor is decomposed into two parts: perfect fluid (PF) and purely magnetic field (PM) contributions. When the PM contribution exceed the PF contribution along the symmetry axis of the star, the code stops converging, imposing a limit of B c ∼ 10
18 G for the central magnetic fields of stars which does not depend strongly on the EoS model [42, 43] .
This formalism initially was applied to describe magnetic neutron stars without taking magnetic effects into account in the EoS [13, 43] . It was only recently that works considering self-consistent calculations that includes magnetic fields both in the EoS and structure of stars were implemented to describe quark stars, hybrid stars and hadronic stars [39, 40, 44, 45] .
B. Macroscopic Properties
When a self-consistent approach was used for the first time for describing magnetic neutron stars, it was identified that introducing magnetic fields on the EoS do not impact significantly the macroscopic properties of neutrons stars, such as stellar masses or radii [39, 40, 44] . However, even though small, an increase in the mass of stars is identified when anomalous magnetic moment effects are introduced in the EoS [40] . This comes from the fact that the limit in which magnetic fields become relevant for the EoS for the core of neutron stars is the same as the one for the convergence limit for the numerical calculations.
Still, strong magnetic fields impact directly the masses (baryon and gravitational) and deformation neutron stars. These effects come mainly form the pure magnetic field contribution to the energy momentum tensor, making the stars more massive due to the extra electromagnetic energy available to prevent the stars collapse. For a fixed stellar baryon mass, the mass increase in magnetic stars is of the order of percents, and depends on the EoS and current function [40] .
Another important aspect to be taken into account is the deformation of stars into an oblate shape, which is directly associated to the poloidal magnetic field distribution assumed [40, 42, 43] . The amount of deformation a star gets depends on the choice of current function, but also on EoS. Softer EoS's allow for higher central densities and, consequently, higher central magnetic fields. However, although stars modeled with a softer EoS present higher internal magnetic fields, they are also more compacts, meaning that the larger radii produced by stiffer EoS's generate stars that are more easily deformed [39] .
It was estimated that neglecting deformation of magnetic stars by solving TOV equations when determining the structure of stars leads to a 12% overestimation of the maximum mass and a 20% underestimation of equatorial radius of a 1.4M ⊙ star [39] . These results were obtained for the maximum magnetic field limit of the LORENE code. Further detailed calculations for the limit in which a spherically symmetric geometry is valid to model magnetic stars is still needed.
C. Magnetic Field Distribution
As already discussed, when a poloidal magnetic field configuration is assumed, the magnetic distribution as a function of density (or chemical potential) depends on the EoS and on the choice of current. In past, when such calculations were not available, ad hoc formulas for magnetic field profiles inside neutron stars were used for introducing magnetic fields on the equation of states of RMF models. Such formulas introduced an exponential dependence of the fields with the baryon density, making it possible stars with surface and central magnetic fields of 10 15 G and 10 19 G, respectively, to exist. Though those magnetic profiles were the only available way to overcome using constant magnetic fields for EoS calculations, they do not fulfill Maxwells equations [46] and, hence, should not be used in such calculations. In addition, when self-consistent calculations are performed, it is showed that the magnetic field increase is much slower than an exponential one, not differing by more than one order of magnitude from the surface field. In particular, when calculated for different models and matter compositions, the magnetic field profile inside neutron stars grows quadratically with baryon chemical potential in the polar direction [45] . However, determining the magnetic field profile inside neutron stars still needs more refining, as it also depends on the poloidal distribution assumed. Efforts towards the inclusion of combined toroidal [47] [48] [49] and poloidal contributions in neutron stars can certainly improve these estimations, even though this is a very challenging task both from numerical and analytical point of view.
As a final note, we mention that the extent of research topics related to magnetic fields in neutron stars is vast. Although we have used this short proceeding for reviewing only the modeling of equation of state and structure of stars, many other topics such as magnetic field impact on crust, thermal evolution and mergers have also interesting open questions [15] .
